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Perhaps you have decided to search for love beyond your home country and wish to meet Russian women for
marriage. There are several steps you can take first to improve your chances of success.
Do Some Study
Learn a little bit about Russian culture and the country in general. Attitudes and lifestyles vary greatly between the
affluent large cities and poorer, more remote areas. It is important to understand this when considering the
motivations of potential Russian dates.
Learn a little Russian. Few of your dates will speak English to native level. It is also polite to show your dates that
you respect their culture and language. Even a few simple words can break the ice.
Choose a Method
There are several ways to meet Russian women for marriage. All of them require time, commitment and some
expense. Even after you find a Russian bride, it can take up to two years to bring her to your home country.
Choose the method which best suits your needs but prepare to be patient.
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Summary:
Learn a little bit about Russian culture and the
country in general. Attitudes and lifestyles vary
greatly between the affluent large cities and
poorer, more remote areas. It is important to
understand this when considering the
motivations of potential Russian dates.

Learn a little Russian. Few of your dates will
speak English to native level. It is also polite to
Visit Russia: Go to Russia
show your dates that you respect their culture
independently as a tourist. This
and language. Even a few simple words can
is a vast country so visit a
break the ice.
variety of places, not just the big
cities. As a foreigner, you’ll
More Details
garner considerable interest and
obviously, meet Russian women
for marriage. Unfortunately, if you do click with a lady, you will need to continue your
romance from afar. Even if you don’t meet any ladies, you will now have a greater
understanding of the culture to help you with online dating.
Work in Russia: There are jobs for foreigners in Russia, particularly teaching English.
Especially if you are willing to work in less affluent parts of Russia, you will increase
your chances of finding a job and a suitable lady.

Dating Sites: Do your research and choose a reputable online dating site? There are many forums which review these sites and present cautionary tales. A good dating
site will allow you to review profiles of women in a low-pressure situation. You can then take your time to correspond and check if you have the same goals. If you do
have successful contact with a lady, you will eventually have to go to Russia to meet her.
Romance Tours: A romance tour involves travelling to Russia with a company that arranges parties where you can meet hundreds of single women. It can be
overwhelming and you will also need to continue courtship from afar if you meet a suitable lady.
Best Option
If work and time do not permit you to travel and work in Russia, legitimate dating sites can offer you the best chance of making contact with single Russian women.
Make sure that you are honest on your profile about your career, expectations and goals. Any females who write letters declaring undying love or asking for money early
in your correspondence are not genuine. Take time. Use your commonsense. Follow your instincts. If the stars and fate are properly aligned, you will find yourself flying
to Russia to meet your future wife.

Learn a little bit about Russian culture and the country in general. Attitudes and lifestyles vary greatly between the affluent large cities
and poorer, more remote areas. It is important to understand this when considering the motivations of potential Russian dates. Learn
a little Russian. Few of your dates will speak English to native level. It is also polite to show your dates that you respect their culture
and language. Even a few simple words can break the ice.

